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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present an elementary proof of a general duality result for precompact sets which 
can be considered as a far-reaching generalization of a well-known result of Grothendieck on 
precompactness in dual systems. It is then shown that a number of known results can be deduced 
from it, amongst others a general form of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and Grothendieck’s duality 
theorem itself. 
The following important duality theorem of Grothendieck is well-known and 
extremely useful: 
THEOREM. Let (E, E’) and (F, F’) be dual pairs of vector spaces, X and 9 
collections of weakly bounded subsets of respectively E and F’ and T : E-F a 
weakly continuous linear map with adjoint T’ : F’+E’. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) For each KEY& T(K) is precompact in the topology of uniform conver- 
gence on the sets in 9. 
(b) For each L E 2, T’(L) is precompact in the topology of uniform conver- 
gence on the sets in S. 
Floret has pointed out that there is a more general version of this result due 
to Kakutani which is valid in a non-linear setting (cf. [4]), and which contains 
a form of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem as a special case. In this paper we give an 
elementary proof of an even more general duality result for precompact sets, 
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and use it to derive some known results, including Grothendieck’s result and 
a very general version of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. In order to formulate the 
main result in a suitably general form, the usual notion of precompactness i
generalized in the first section. The second section contains the duality result, 
and the third some applications. Further applications in Riesz spaces will be 
contained in the forthcoming paper [l] of the first-named author. 
l.AGENERALIZATlONOFPRECOMPACTNESS 
Let X be a non-empty set. A bornofogy Z? on X is a collection of subsets of 
X which covers X, is closed under finite unions and is hereditary under in- 
clusion (i.e. if BE 33 and B,CB, then BOc 35’). 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let (X, a) be a uniform space and .B a bornology on X. 
We shall say X is ST-precompact if for every UE &, there is a BE 33 such that 
X=U[B]:= ,I? (x~x:(x,y)~U}. 
A subset A of X is B-precompact if it is B-precompact in the uniformity it 
inherits from (X, a), i.e. if for every UE % there is a BE 33 such that BCA 
and A c U[B]. 
In general, a subset A of a uniform space is precompact iff A is B-pre- 
compact and every BE 33 contained in A is precompact. In particular, every 
precompact set is .!27-precompact. It also follows easily from the definition that 
every BE 23 is ZB-precompact, and that a finite union of 2Z?-precompact sets 
is again B-precompact. A subset of a B-precompact set need not be B-pre- 
compact, however. If B and ‘S? are respectively bornologies on uniform spaces 
X and Y, and f : X+ Y is a uniformly continuous map such that f(B) E f? for 
every BE 8, then f maps .!B-precompact sets to ‘S?-precompact sets. 
If 29 is the bornology of all finite subsets of X, SC?-precompactness is imply 
precompactness (total boundedness) in the usual sense of the word. In order to 
give a second example, we need to introduce some terminology. If X is a Riesz 
space (vector lattice), a subset B of X is order-bounded if there is an XE X, 
XL 0, such that (bl IX for all b E B. The collection of all order-bounded sets in 
X is a bornology on X. A subset A of X is solid if XEA, YEX and lyjljxi 
implies y E A. A vector topology on X is locally solid if it has a basis for the 
neighbourhoods of the origin consisting of solid sets. If we now take .?B to be 
the bornology of order-bounded sets and % the uniformity derived from a 
locally solid topology on X, then a subset A of X will be B-precompact iff for 
every neighbourhood N of 0 in X, there is an order-bounded subset B of A such 
that A C B + N. We shall say that A is Riesz precompact. Such sets are closely 
related to the order precompact and quasi order precompact sets introduced by 
Duhoux [3]. In fact, it can be shown that a set is quasi order precompact iff 
its solid hull is Riesz precompact; for the details see [l]. 
In the definition of CB-precompactness the condition that the sets in .% cover 
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X is only needed to show that every precompact set is 93-precompact. In our 
final example we consider a case in which this condition is not met. Let H be 
a Hilbert space, B(H) the algebra of bounded linear operators on H, dCB(H) 
a von Neumann algebra, and 9 a two-sided ideal in &. Take 95’ to be the 
collection of all bounded subsets of ranges of projections in .9. Using the fact 
that the supremum of two projections in 9 is again in &, it is easily checked 
that CB is closed under finite intersections and hereditary under inclusion. If we 
take & to be the uniformity on H derived from the norm on H, a subset A of 
H is .!B-precompact if for every E>O, there is a projection P in 9 and a 
bounded subset B of P(H) such that for every x EA, there is a y E B with 
Ilx-y/l -CC. In the case where A= B(H) and 9 is the ideal of finite rank 
operators on H, 53’-precompactness i  just precompactness, and in the case 
where S is the ideal of operators with range projection finite relative to &, 
.S’-precompactness coincides with Kaftal’s notion of d-relative compactness 
(cf. [6]). The general case is considered in [7]. We shall refer to B-precompact 
sets in this setting as 9-precompact sets. 
2.THE DUALITYRESULT 
Let X, Y and Z be non-empty sets, & and .!B bornologies on X and Y re- 
spectively and % a uniformity on Z. In addition, let x and g be non-empty 
collections of subsets of X and Y respectively which are both directed by con- 
tainment, and let @ be a function from Xx Y to Z. We also assume that each 
A E d (respectively each BE .?Z?) is contained in some KE x (respectively some 
LEST?). 
For each KE s%! and UE a, put 
For L E SZ, A E .A?, BE 33 define the sets (L, U), (A, U) and (B, U) similarly. 
Then it can be checked that {(K, U) : Kurt; UE a}, {(L, U) : LE% UE SY}, 
{(A, U) : A E 4 U E 42 } and {(B, U) : B E 33, U E 4?/ } are respectively bases for 
uniformities %r, “21,, @!/& and %,_$, on Y, X, Y and X respectively (cf. [8], 
p. 283). 
2.1. DEFINITION. The map @ : Xx Y+Z will be called (Ja 33)-precompact 
if YUE %, there are coverings {Xi : in Z} and { Yj : j E J} of X and Y respec- 
tively such that 
(a) for each i E I, there is an xi~Xj such that {Xi : i E Z} E d, 
(b) for each Jo J, there is a yj E Y; such that { y; : j E J} E 8, 
(c) for each i and j, if xi, x2 E Xi and yl, y2 E YJ, then (@(x1, y,), @(x2, ~2)) E U. 
In the case where &and SE? are the bornologies of all finite subsets of X and 
Y respectively, the map @ is (& B)-precompact iff for every Urz %, there 
are finite coverings {X,}i”, and { Y;>Jr! 1 of X and Y respectively such that if 
lri~n, lrjsm andxl,x2EXj,yl,y2E Y;, then (@(~i,yi),@(x~,y~))~U(cf. 
141, P. 76). 
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The duality result can now be stated: 
2.2. THEOREM. The following three statements are equivalent; 
1. (a) Each K E X is &?-precompact in the uniformity ax, 
and (b) each L E _!Z is %I-precompact in the uniformity %!‘;. 
2. (a) Each L ES? is SZI-precompact in the uniformity QIY, 
and (b) each K ES is J-precompact in the uniformity 42;. 
3. The map @ : K x L--t Z is (4 33 )-precompact for each K E X and L E 9. 
PROOF. For the equivalence of (1) and (2), it suffices, by symmetry, to prove 
that (1) implies (2). To see that (1) implies (2)(a), let L E 9, UE SY and choose 
T/E W such that V3 C U. Use (1) to choose an A Ed such that A C K and 
KC (L, V)[A] and a B E 93 with B C L and L c (A, V)[B]. We prove that L C 
(K, U)[B]. To this end, let x E K and y EL. By the above we can find an a E A 
and a b E B such that (@(x, y), @(a, y)) E V and (@(a, y), @(a, b)) E V and since 
a E A C K, (@(a, b), @(x, b)) E V. Therefore (@(x, y), @(x, b)) E V3 C U and so L C 
(K, U)[B], hence L is a-precompact in the uniformity %r. 
For the proof that (1) implies (2)(b), let K E zfl, BE .‘?Z? and U E % and choose 
an L E &?? such that BcL. Since K is &-precompact in the uniformity Qx, 
there is an A E&’ such that ACK and KC(L, U)[A]. Then certainly KC 
(B, U)[A], since BcL, and K is &-precompact in the uniformity a,&. 
We again assume that (1) holds, and show that (3) follows from this. Let 
KEX, LEE, UE %?l and choose V, WE 42 such that V2c W, W3CU, and 
A E &, BE 33 such that KC (L, V&4] and L c (K, V)[B]. For each aeA and 
each bEB put 
K, = {x E K : (@(x, y), @(a, y)) E V Vy E L} 
L,={yEL:(@(x,y),@(x,b))EV VXEK}. 
Then {K, : a E A} and {Lb : b E B} are coverings of K and L respectively 
satisfying properties (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1, and if x1, x2 E K,, 
(@(x1, y), @(x2, y)) E V2c W for each ye L, and similarly if y,, y2e Lb, 
(@(x, yl), @(x, y2)) E W for each x E K,. Therefore if a E A, b E B and xl, x2 E 
K,, y,, Y2 ELb, then (@(x1, yr), @(a, ur)) E I+‘, (@(Q, Y,), @(a, y2)) E W and 
(@(a, y2), @(x2, y2)) E W. It follows that (@(x1, yr), @(x2, y2)) E W3 C U, from 
which (3) follows. 
Finally, assume (3) holds. Given K E X, L E 2’ and U E %, let {K; : i E Z> and 
{Lj : je J} be the corresponding coverings of K and L respectively. Choose 
{x~:~EZ)=AEA’, {yj:j~.Z}=B~~asinDefinition2.1. IfxEKandyEL, 
then x E Ki and y E Lj for some i and j. Hence (@(x, y), ~(Xi, y)) E U; since x E K 
and YE L was arbitrary, Kc(L, U)[A]. A similar argument shows that if 
&E .M, then Lc(& U)[B], and we have proved that (1) holds. 0 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we consider mainly applications of the duality result in the case 
where d (respectively .%) is the bornology of all finite subsets of X (re- 
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spectively Y). In this case &- and B-precompactness becomes precompactness 
in the usual sense, and the uniformity %A (respectively %k) becomes the 
uniformity of pointwise convergence on X (respectively Y). Hence we get 
3.1. COROLLARY. The folio wing three statements are equivalent: 
1. (a) Each K E % is precompact in the uniformity %!x 
and (b) For each L E 9, {@(x, y) : y EL} isprecompact in (2, Q) for each x E X. 
2. (a) Each L E 9 is precompact in the uniformity qr 
and (b) For each K E S, {@(x, y) : x E K > isprecompact in (2, Q/21) for each y E Y. 
3. The map @ : K x L-+Z is precompact for each K E x and L E &?. 
This result contains Kakutani’s “precompactness lemma”, as stated by 
Floret (cf. [4], p. 78), as a special case. 
As our first application we show how a general form of the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem (cf. [8], Theorem 13.3.4) can be derived from 3.1. 
3.2. THEOREM (ARZELA-ASCOLI). Let X be a locally compact topological 
space, (Z, %?) a uniform space, F a subset of the space C(X, Z) of all con- 
tinuous functions from X to Z equipped with the uniformity of uniform con- 
vergence on compact subsets of X. Then F is precompact tff 
(a) F is equicontinuous (i.e. for every UE a, x~X, there is a neighbourhood 
N of x such that f(N) c U( f (x)) : = {z E Z : (f(x), z) E U} for all f E F) 
(b) for every x~X, F(x):={f(x):feF) isprecompact in (Z, %). 
PROOF. In the notation of 3.1, let & be the collection of compact subsets of 
X, Y=C(X, Z), g={(F) and @(x, f) =f(x) for XE X, f E F. Then Q/r is the 
uniformity of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X. Since each f E F 
is continuous and each KE x compact, {@(x, f) : XE K} =f (K) is compact, 
hence precompact, in (Z, %). It therefore remains to show that (1) of 3.1 is 
equivalent to (a) of 3.2. 
If F is equicontinuous, KEG and UE % then, for each XE K, there is a 
neighbourhood N, of x such that f(N.J c U(f (x)) for all f E F. Use the com- 
pactness of K to choose xl, x2, . . . . X,,E K such that KC Uy=, Nx,. Put X0 = 
{x r, . . . , x,}, then KC (F, U)[X,], so K is precompact in the uniformity ax. 
Conversely, if (1) of 3.1 holds, so does (3). Let UE %, XE X and K be a 
compact neighbourhood of x. Choose coverings (K,, . . . , K,} and {F,, . . . . F,,,} 
of K and F such that if Xl,X2EKi, fi,f2EFj (lsi<n, lQ<m), then 
(fi(xl), f2(x2)) E V, where VE G? is such that V3 C U. For 1 Sjlrn, choose 
fj E Fj and put N= n,?‘, A- ‘( V(&(x)). Then N is a neighbourhood of x, and so 
is N, = Nfl K. Suppose y E N, and f E F. Then _Y E Ki for some i and f E F, for 
some j, and so (f(x), A(x)) E V (since f, fj E F,), (fj(x), fj(y)) E v (since Y ENI 
and (fj(y>,f(y))eV (since fj,fEFj and yeK;). This gives (f(x),f(y))E 
V3C U, and therefore f(NI)c U(f(x)), showing that F is equicontinuous at x. 
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A well-known criterion for compactness in co follows from 3.2: 
3.3. COROLLARY. A subset A of co is precompact iff 
(a) sup sup ]x,l-+O as n-+03 and 
XEA k>n 
(b) sup Ix,1 < 00 for each n E b., 
XEA 
where x = (x,,). 
PROOF. Let N have the discrete topology and let X= N U { C+J} be the one- 
point compactification of N. Each x E co can then be regarded as a continuous 
function on X (put x(.(03) =0). We may therefore regard A c co as a subset of 
C(X); any such set is equicontinuous at each n E tr.l and equicontinuity at CO is 
equivalent to (a) above. 0 
Grothendieck’s duality result (cf. [5], Chapter 2, Theorem 12) is an easy 
consequence of 3.1: 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (E, E’) and (F, F’) be dual pairs of vector spaces, X and 
.9 respectively collections of a(E, E’)-bounded subsets of E and a(F’, F)- 
bounded subsets of F’ and T: E-tF a weakly continuous linear map with 
adjoint T’ : F’+E’. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) T(K) is precompact in the topology of uniform convergence on the sets in 
9 for each K E S. 
(b) T’(L) is precompact in the topology of uniform convergence on the sets in 
LX for each L E 9. 
PROOF. Let Cp : ExF’-+C (or fR) be defined by @(x, y’) = (TX, y’). It is easily 
seen that the precompactness of T(K) in the stated topology is equivalent o the 
precompactness of K in the uniformity %E (in the notation of 3.1, with 
X= E), and similarly for T’(L). The conditions l(b) and 2(b) of 3.1 are 
automatically satisfied in this case. 0 
The above result contains Schauder’s theorem as a special case. Another 
important special case occurs when E = F, E’=F’ and T is the identity map. 
Defant and Floret have also extended the above duality theorem to sets of 
operators (cf. [2], Theorem, p. 41). We indicate how their result may also be 
obtained from 3.1. The setting is the following: (E, E’) and (F, F’) are dual pairs 
of vector spaces, ACE is a(E, E’)-bounded, BCF’ is a@“, F)-bounded and H 
is a subset of the set L(E, F) of all weakly continuous linear maps from E to 
F.L~~H(A)={T~:TEH,~EA},H’={T’EL(F’,E’):TEH}~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
IIOITTlS PA, PB, PA, B and PB, ,z, On E: F, L(E, F) and L(F’, E’) respectively by 
PA(x’)= “,;; I<a,x’>l pB(y)= ;E; I<r,b’>l 
PA,B(T)= S,YA~ ;tp~ l(Ta,b’)l pB,A(T))= ;;pS s,yAp I(a, yb’)l 
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3.5. THEOREM. The following four statements are equivalent: 
(1) (a) H(A) is p,-precompact. 
(b) H’(b’) is p,-precompact for every b’E B. 
(2) (a) H’(B) is p,-precompact. 
(b) H(a) is ps-precompact for every a E A. 
(3) (a) H is pA, B-precompact. 
(b) T(A) is ps-precompact for every TE H. 
(4) (a) H’ is I)& A -precompact. 
(b) T’(B) is p,-precompact for every TE H. 
PROOF. The equivalence of 3(b) and 4(b) follows from 3.4, and that of 3(a) 
and 4(a) from the easily verified fact that pA,B(T) =pB,,.(T’) (cf. [2], p. 42). 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) and also that of (1) and (4) follows from 3.1. 
In the first case define @ : L(E, F) x EjF by @(T, x) = TX, let F have the 
uniformity induced by the semi-norm pB and take SC= {H}, g= {A}; for the 
second define @ : L(F’, E’) x F’-+E’ by @(T: y’) = T’y’, let E’ have the uni- 
formity induced by PA and take X= (H'} , 9 = {B} . 0 
For the final application we return to the S-precompact sets introduced in 
section 1. An element T of the von Neumann-algebra .M will be called 9- 
precompact if it maps bounded sets to S-precompact sets. If 9 is a closed ideal 
in .M, it can be shown that TEE if and only if it is 9-precompact (cf. [6], 
Theorem 3.1 and [7]). The duality result 2.2, used in the same way as in the 
proof of 3.4, now yields the following well-known result: 
3.6. PROPOSITION. A closed two-sided ideal in a von Neumann algebra is 
self-adjoint. 
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